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Paper Outline
• Describe a Markovian queueing system model of multiple
access communications for space exploration
– Incorporate operations cycles in the communications model itself
– Define metrics that can evaluated by this model

• Illustrate the use of the model to conduct trade study
– Use notional multiple access communications scenarios for Mars
relay, Lunar relay, Earth relay, and Deep Space links

• Discuss findings
– Outline the pros and cons of the modeling approach (what it can and
cannot model)
– Observations on what the model revealed about the performance of
various multiple access scenarios considered

Multiple Access Communications In Space Exploration
• Three types of nodes
– Remote users,
– Relay assets (concentrators), and
– User MOC

”Return” – from user to Earth

”Forward” – from Earth to User

• Two types of Links:

Deep Space MA
Network

– Relay/Proximity Link – short range links with
multi-beam physical layer (RF)
– Deep Space Link – long range link with narrow
beam-width (RF and optical)

• Proximity/Relay Multiple Access Network
– Short range communications between remote
users and in-situ relay assets
– In-situ conflict resolution and scheduling
– Operational efficiency and scalability are key
performance metrics

• Deep Space Multiple Access Network
– Long range communications between in-situ
relay or remote user and MOC
– Reliability and capacity are key attributes

Proximity/Relay Link
Deep Space Link

Relay MA
Network
User MOC
Relays

Remote Users

Three Basic Multiple Access Approaches
• Three dimensions: Time, Frequency, and Code.
–

An additional MA dimension is space, realized via separate antenna beams; this can be applied jointly but
independently with time, frequency, and code dimension multiple access

• Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) assigns concurrent transmission requests to
separate frequency channels. Queue excess requests for future service. We assume a
fixed set of predefined channels, wherein the bandwidths and center frequencies do
not vary after deployment.
• Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) assigns concurrent transmission requests to
different time slots of fixed duration to avoid collision.
• Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) allows concurrent transmissions on orthogonal
“codes”; signals overlap in time and frequency. Relaxes/eliminates coordination as the
expense of increase mutual interference

• FDMA and TDMA considered here are ‘statistical’ in that channels and time slots are
dynamically assigned to users.
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Modeling Approach & Assumption
1.

Utilize statistical analysis for rapid high level trade studies on
performance impact of major system parameters
–

2.
3.

Incorporate Operations Model that cycles between ops, science, and
communications phases, instead of assuming a purely random
exponential traffic pattern
Performance Metrics
–
–
–
–

4.

Later in the design cycle of a network, simulation will most likely be required

Delay – average time spent per communication request/service cycle
Scalability – sensitivity to user population growth
Degradation-per-bandwidth – resource efficiency relative to an idealized system
Ops Efficiency – measures operations efficiency against idealized MA system

Illustrate Example
1.
2.
3.

Notional Mars Relay Network supporting up to 10 co-located assets (with the
same service coverage area)
Consider FDMA, CDMA multiple assess approaches
TDMA is not considered – compensation for propagation delay differences will
require either substantial overhead (guard time) or complexity (continuously
adjusted uplink/downlink time slot structure per node due time-varying roundtrip time)

Multiple Access
Communications Operations Model
• Each user operates in one of three states
– Ops/Science – in this state a user conduct s/c operations, data collection, and other
maintenance activities not-related to communications
– Service Acquisition – in this state a user is actively involved in making request and security
communications services from the provider
– Service Execution – in this state a user carries out the actual transmission of data encoded as
energy over RF/optical propagation medium. Upon completion of this action, the user will
return to Ops/Science state

• An Operational Duty Cycle is defined as the ratio of the average time a user spends in
ops/science state to the average time a user spends in service acquisition and execution
states
– Each user may have a desired operational duty cycle dictated by science, orbit, and nominal
communications capability. However, in a multiple access network environment, competitions
among users may have adverse impact on mission operations, which our model will assess.

S/C & Science Ops Time + Service Delay = Turn-around Time
Ops/Science
Activity

Service
Acquisition

Service
Execution

Modeling MA Communications
via a Closed Jackson Network (1 of 4)
•

•
•
•
•

Model the resource contention of N independent users executing science/ops, UIS handshaking, data
buffering and transmission as N circulating ‘task’ in three multi-server nodes – known as a Closed
Jackson Network of Servers/Queues.
• It is a ”closed” network since contentions are limited to a finite set of users
This is a well-established modeling method for predicting task-resource allocations and design in
computer network architecture – we extend its application to space communications
CAVEAT:
This model assumes exponentially distributed random data transmission and ops/science duration –
this is not true in real life.
However, empirical studies validated this model’s predictive power for first order statistics of nonexponential stochastic processes such as Ethernet traffic and CPU-peripheral transactions.

Node 1
(ops/science)

Node 2
(service acquisition)

Node 3
(data buffering and transmission)

Modeling MA Communications
via a Closed Jackson Network (2 of 4)
• Node 1 models the operational period
of N independent users
– We further assume all users have
identical statistics regarding
operation/science duration

• Due to independence assumptions,
there are no direct interactions/conflict
between sci/ops activities among the
N users. Therefore node 1 will have N
identical servers.
• Upon completion of ops/sci activity, a
user transition to Service Acquisition
state in node 2.

Modeling MA Communications
via a Closed Jackson Network (3 of 4)
• Node 2 models the Service Acquisition
Process
– We assume a 2-way hand-shake (where p f
is probability of failing 2-way handshake)
– In our analysis we assume negligible
signaling contention (N signal channels)
and zero failure (p f = 0)
– However, pf is a general parameters and
can be set an values dictated by specific
signaling mechanism (which we don’t
address in this study)

• ‘Service’ time is the 2-way handshake
delay ~= TWLT + Processing Time
– For beacons, additional uplink antenna
“scanning” time should be added
– We assume processing time is negligible
compare to TWLT; but non-zero
processing time can be easily incorporated
if specific design is to be evaluated

• Upon completion of 2-way handshake,
a user will transition to Service
Execution state in node 3

Modeling MA Communications
via a Closed Jackson Network (4 of 4)
•

Node 3 models the Service Execution State
–
–
–

•

Server rate is the inverse of the average
transmission time of the requested service
–

–
–

–

•

Data (transmission task) is queued until service time
arrives
Maximum number of task queued is N.
The normalized capacity of the link is less than N –
meaning we do not have sufficient resource to give
each user a full allocation. Otherwise no multiple
access contention at all.

Modeled form the user’s perspective, service
execution ends when last bit of data is radiated
Therefore the required one-way propagation delay
for signal to arrive at the provider is NOT included in
the service time.
Server rate INCLUDES ‘discount factors’ that reduces
the effective capacity due to protocol overhead
(guard-time) and lowered signal power due to
interference
Did not incorporate specific protocol header
overhead nor additional guard-band due to Doppler
shift

Upon completion of data transmission, a user
will transition to back to Sci/Ops state in node 1.

Performance Metrics
• Using the network of queues,
we can compute the
probability of the state of the
network and the service delay,
including queuing.
• Available Metrics from the
model include:
– Probability of all possible system
state permutations (n 1, n2, n3)
where n 1 + n2 + n3 = N
– Marginal probability of ni –
number of users in state i
– Mean waiting time in each state
i (or node i)

• In addition we developed two
key figures of merit that helps
us compare performance

– Degradation Factor (D)– the ratio of the
actual latency to that of a idealized MA
system normalized by bandwidth
• An idealized MA system has zero overhead
and deliver maximum capacity according to
the bandwidth allocated to each user. That
means the idealized system’s latency is
simply the transmission time of the data,
assuming no interference or contention on
its own frequency channel, time slots, or
code space.

– Operations Efficiency - the ratio of
achieved duty cycle to what is theoretically
possible with the ideal MA system.

Jackson Network
Mathematical Formulation (1 of 2)
• Assume a total of N users in the MA network. Let (X1,X2,X3) be a real,
positive solution to:
– where Pi,j is the probability of transitioning from node i to node j; ui is the
service rate of the servers in node i; mi is the number of servers in node i. For
example m3 will be the number of FDMA channels when modeling FDMA.
Then we define Ai and G(N) as follows:

• G(N) can be computed by the enumerations of all possible states vector
(X1,X2,X3) or via a numerical algorithm developed by Buzen*.
• The probability of a particular state (n1, n2, n3) - n1 user in sci/ops state, n2
users in service acquisition state, n3 users in service execution state and
that n1+n2+n3 = N, is given by

* J. Buzen, “Computational Algorithms for Closed Queueing Networks with Exponential
Servers”, Communications of the ACM, September 1973 Vol 16, No. 9

Jackson Network
Mathematical Formulation (2 of 2)
• To briefly describe the computation algorithm, we define a function
g(n,m) as:
• With initial values
• We can then iteratively compute g(N,M), which is equivalent to G(N), and
obtain the marginal probability of the number of customer in node M as:

• To compute marginal probability for any node other than M we can reindex the nodes repeat the same process. The marginal distribution then
allows us to compute Li the average number of users in state i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
And by Little’s Law we can compute the expected delays in node 2 and 3,
which sums up to the total delay of the MA network (not including
1
L
ops/science) as
𝑊𝑀𝐴 =
+ 3
u2 1−pf

L1 u1

Return Link MA Analysis: Scope & Approach
• Study for Return Link MA will focus on FDMA and CDMA only:
– TDMA for return MA is not recommended assuming lax time synchronization
– Significant guard time overhead is needed to mitigate uncertainty in time knowledge
– Commercial technologies such as LTE and WiMAX deploys complex, constant tracking
technique in order to execute physical layer delay compensation from multiple transmitters –
high-overhead approach is not suitable for space applications

• MA model does not address cost-benefit of multi-beam physical layer
capability. FDMA and CDMA approaches are evaluated within a single
beam, providing service to N users.
• Utilize 3-node Closed Jackson Network Model as described before.
– For FDMA the service execution time (server rate of node 3) is the transmission time of the
data plus overhead; the service acquisition time (service rate of node 2) is the two-way light
time (TWLT) ignoring processing time and transmission time of small request messages. The
number of frequency channels is less than the number of users
– For CDMA, the service execution time (server rate of node 3) is adjusted per CDMA
degradation factor due to interference from other transmitters. The number of server is N
since transmission times are not coordinated for CDMA and can occur indepedently and
concurrently. CDMA link degradation factor is given by 1/(1-(N-1)/ * SNR1), where N is the
number of transmitters;  is the spreading ratio of chip rate to bit rate; SNR1 is the required
SNR to achieve a given bit error rate in the absence of interference.

CAVEATS
• The mathematics presented above assumes all service times are
exponentially distributed. (This is not true in real life.)
• However, experimentation and empirical study shows the predictive power
of the model is strong, even for processes whose statistical characteristics
are no where close to exponential.
• FDMA model utilize a 2-way handshake with no delivery failure; CDMA does
not require any handshaking a priori to transmission
• Guard time added to service time compensate for differences in propagation
delays among remote users
• Service time is inflated as a way to model lower data rate arising from
reduced signal-to-interference and noise ratios
• No frequency guard band modeled due to compensation for Doppler shift

Return Link Configuration
– Trade Space Parameters –
•
•
•
•

Our model will generate performance predictions for (a) ops efficiency (b) latency
degradation, and (c) scalability of the MA system with different user population size
and propagation delay.
Nominal User Data Unit (SDU) per request is between 5GB to 15GB
Average Ops/Science duration is between 20 to 30 minutes with duty cycle ranging
from 3:1 (Mars & Lunar Relay) to 10:1 (Earth Relay).
CDMA single user case link design: Eb/No = 1.8 dB (1.5), assuming CCSDS rate ½ LDPC at
BER = 1E-5, spreading ratio used are: 15, 22, 30, 45, 60

• Nominal Link Rate Assumed:
– Earth relay: 1Gbps, Lunar relay: 100Mbps, Mars relay: 100Mbps, Deep Space Mars (average
1.5AU, 10Mbps X, 100Mbps Ka, 1Gbps Mbps Optical), Deep Space Jupiter (Average 5AU, X
1Mbps , Ka 10Mbps, 100Mbps Optical)

•Number of Potential Simultaneous Users:
– Earth Relay: ~11 for high-rate links; ~21 for low-rate links
– Lunar Relay (with non-NASA commercial): ~17 for high-rate links; ~19 for low-rate links
– Mars Relay (without non-NASA commercial): ~4 for high-rate links: ~11 for low-rate links

• Propagation delay - one way light time (OWLT)
– Earth - LEO sun-sync (800km; 2.66msec ) , LEO via Geostationary TDRSS (35,786km; ~116
msec)
– Lunar – NRHO 8000km north pole (26.66 msec), 70,000km south pole (233.5 msec)
– Mars – Low Mars Orbit (~450km; 1.5msec), Mars Aero-stationary Orbit (13634km, 22.5 msec)

Mars Relay FDMA/TDM vs. CDMA: Service Delay
FDMA/TDM and CDMA
• Network Size: up to 11
• OWLT ~50 msec (Mars Aerostationary)
• Handshake failure probability = 0
• Data rate = 100Mbps
• Average data volume = 5 Gbyte per request
• Mean Sci/Ops Duration = 20 minutes
• Sci/Ops to Comm Duty Cycle = 3:1
• CDMA single user link design: Eb/No = 1.8 dB
(1.5); CCSDS rate ½ LDPC at BER = 1E-5
• Spread code ratio = 15, 22, 30
• Showing performance optimized for (a)
delay and (b) BW efficiency
• CDMA shows a growth trend in service latency as
interference increase with number of simultaneous users.
• FDMA/TDM pays latency penalty for small networks (< 4
users) if attempting to optimize BW
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Mars Relay FDMA/TDM vs. CDMA:
Ops Efficiency & Degradation Factor

In bandwidth-abundant environment, both CDMA and
FDMA deliver good ops efficiency for small networks. As
network size grows, FDMA has performance edge due to
superior scalability. (Doppler impact to be assessed in
future study)
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Lunar Relay FDMA/TDM vs. CDMA: Service Delay
FDMA/TDM and CDMA
• Network Size: up to 20
• OWLT ~ 250 msec NRHO South Pole
• Handshake failure probability = 0
• Data rate = 100Mbps
• Average data volume = 5 Gbyte per
request
• Mean Sci/Ops Duration = 20 minutes
• Sci/Ops to Comm Duty Cycle = 3:1
• CDMA single user link design:
Eb/No = 1.8 dB (1.5); CCSDS rate ½ LDPC
at BER = 1E-5
• Spread code ratio = 30, 45, 60
• Showing performance optimized for (a)
delay or (b) BW efficiency
Similar trend observed as in Mars relay environment.
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Lunar Relay FDMA/TDM vs. CDMA:
Ops Efficiency & Degradation Factor

Same trends as in Mars relay. Service delay
for CDMA grows from factor of 2 (for 10 node
network) to about 4 (for 20 node network).
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Earth Relay FDMA/TDM vs. CDMA: Service Delay
FDMA/TDM and CDMA
• Network Size: up to 21
• OWLT ~ 116msec TDRSS
• Handshake failure probability = 0
• Data rate = 1Gbps
• Average data volume = 15Gbyte per
request
• Mean Sci/Ops Duration = 20 minutes
• Sci/Ops to Comm Duty Cycle = 10:1
• For CDMA Analysis
• Single user link design: Eb/No = 1.8
dB (1.5); CCSDS rate ½ LDPC at BER =
1E-5
• Spread code ratio = 30, 45, 60
• Showing performance optimized for
(a) delay or (b) BW efficiency
Same trend as observed in Mars and Lunar relay.
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Earth Relay FDMA/TDM vs. CDMA:
Ops Efficiency & Degradation Factor

Just as in previous two cases, very
strong delay performance per
bandwidth and scalability achieved
by FDMA.
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Result Summary of
Relay Network Return MA
• Analysis confirms the general expectation that FDMA is more BW efficient and scalable
under network growth than CDMA, and high-lights the following design trades:
• For lightly loaded networks*, there are two options:
– Operate FDMA optimized for delay by giving each user unique channel assignments
• Significantly improves service delay and ops efficiency with moderate inflation of BW
• Potential simplification of service acquisition if provider asset is able stay in listen mode on all or
some channels, allowing all or some users to transmit instantly on-demand

– Operate CDMA for handshake-free operations
• Suitable in BW abundant environment with small number of interferers.
• Provide mechanism for in-situ ranging capability with high rate PN code
• Simplex communications mode can be supported

• For networks with larger population and higher capacity requirements, FDMA is
recommended for its scalability and bandwidth efficiency
– Operate FDMA with optimized number of channels selected based on the aggregate loading
– Maintain good latency and BW efficiency as network population grows
– Doppler dynamics may reduce BW efficiency; impact to be quantified in future work

* A “lightly loaded” network depends on the per-user duty cycle. For a duty cycle of x to 1 (sci/ops
to comm) per user and a network with normalized capacity of K, having number of users N such that
N/K << x would be considered “lightly loaded”.
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Conclusion
• Described a mathematical framework for modeling relay
communications for relay network and deep space multiple access
networks
• Utilized the model to analyze scalability and BW and operations
efficiency for various multiple access communications scenarios
• Observations on queue system model:
– Pros:
• Provide a simple and powerful method for rapid trade studies and explores trends
• Highly suitable for early design studies; requires only a short list of basic
parameters without detailed knowledge on statistics
• Ability to narrow down trade space quickly by identifying regions of optimal
performance and strong sensitivity

– Cons:
• Cannot model reservation scheme and data retransmission – coarse impact can be
levied on the model using fudge factors to inflate service delay
• Mathematical formulation cannot handle network heterogeneity (i.e., assets with
widely varying performance and service needs)
• Time-sharing is modeled on a per-job basis but not based on fixed, discrete units
(e.g., time slot). Existing model can be modified to approximate asymptotic
performance as time slot approaches zero.
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Future Work
• Investigate feasibility of modeling framework to address advanced
reservation
– Model algorithms resolving ”future” reservations that arrives prior to
current service whose request is received later
– Pre-emption to earlier service or allow for gap involves non-work conserving
queueing system which is difficult to analyze

• Proper characterization of the BW impact of time-dependent (but
mostly deterministic) Doppler effect
• Handling of heterogeneity of network assets
• These efforts will most likely rely heavily on Monte Carlo
simulation
– However the use of Markovian network model can reduce trade-space
search time using pure Monte Carlo methodology and provide intuition to
guide technology investment

